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Market Perspective from the Investment Advisory Group 
New bull market or just a bear market rally – that is the question 

August 15, 2022 

What happened 
After almost a straight decline of 24% since the beginning of the year, the S&P 500 has ripped 
higher over the past two months. Stocks are up almost 17% since the mid-June low and have risen 
for four straight weeks. Moreover, a rare price momentum signal triggered last Friday, with an 
enviable positive track record. Thus, the question becomes – is this just another bear market 
rally or the start of a new bull market? 

Our take 
The evidence is mixed. We recognize this is not the answer that most investors want to hear. But, 
the case for a new bull market is much less clear, for example, than the setup coming out of the 
2020 market low, where the weight of the evidence in our work was tilted heavily to the bull camp. 
Back then, we urged investors to rebalance portfolios and add to equities. Currently, we still view 
the near-term risk/reward as less favorable. 

• Like then, stocks have rebounded after a sharp decline (though the pandemic market decline 
was much sharper).  

• Like then, investor sentiment became so depressed that a little good news went a long way to 
lift stocks.  

• Like then, the initial spring higher was met with disbelief and calls that it was just another bear 
market rally.  

• Like then, one of the most bullish and reliable technical indicators in our work was 
triggered about two months after the rally commenced. Indeed, the percentage of stocks in 
the S&P 500 trading above their 50-day moving average surpassed 90% on Friday, rising from 
less than 10% in mid-June. 

o This shift from indiscriminate selling to indiscriminate buying has been a rare but 
powerful market signal only happening seven other times since 1990. Each signal 
has previously been triggered following important market bottoms. 

o After these past signals, the S&P 500 has seen gains 100% of the time over the 
following 3, 6, and 12 months. The forward 12-month return averaged an impressive 
gain of 24% (table on the next page). 

o Thus, this is among the most convincing factors supporting the argument that a new bull 
market is underway and strong gains lay ahead. 
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Highlights 
• Strong buying pressure 

following indiscriminate selling, 
as seen over recent months, 
has historically been a very 
positive sign for the market, 
often following important 
market bottoms. This is a 
welcome sign.   

• Still, other factors in our work 
are less supportive. Indeed, 
markets are not only fighting 
the Federal Reserve (Fed), but 
the most aggressive global 
monetary tightening cycle in 
decades. Importantly, none of 
the prior price momentum 
signals were triggered while the 
yield curve was inverted, as is 
the case today.  

• Recession risks remain, though 
markets had priced them in 
prematurely, and valuations do 
not embed much room for error 
in a time of unusually wide 
outcomes.  

• With the S&P 500 trading 
towards the upper end of our 
estimated near-term range of 
4200-4300, even 
acknowledging that stocks 
could overshoot this area given 
depressed positioning, we view 
the near-term risk/reward as 
less favorable. 



 

S&P 500 returns following periods where stocks  
went from indiscriminate selling to indiscriminate buying* 
 

Date 
1-

month 
later 

3-
months 

later 

6-
months 

later 

12-
months 

later 
Event 

11/05/98 5% 10% 18% 21% After fall of Long-Term Capital 
Management/Russian financial crisis 

05/05/03 6% 6% 13% 21% Early stage of 2003-2007 bull market 

05/04/09 3% 9% 18% 33% Early stage of 2009-2020 bull market 

10/24/11 -5% 6% 11% 13% Rebound following U.S. debt 
downgrade/Euro financial crisis 

03/16/16 3% 2% 5% 18% Rebound following global growth/China 
concerns 

02/15/19 2% 3% 4% 21% Rebound following higher interest rate 
concerns/Fed tightening 

05/26/20 2% 15% 19% 40% Two months following pandemic-market low 

08/12/22 ? ? ? ?   

Average 2% 7% 13% 24%   

Positive 80% 100% 100% 100%   
 

*Study looked at periods where stocks went from below 10% above the 50-day moving average to 90% above this threshold 
over a three-month period. Only the first signal is used in each instance (clusters removed). Past performance does not 
guarantee future results. Data source: Truist IAG, FactSet 
 

What’s holding us back from fully endorsing this powerful 
price momentum signal 
Markets are not only fighting the Fed, but global central banks 
Unlike 2020, when unprecedented stimulus was unleashed, and many other prior instances 
when new bull markets kicked off, the Fed is draining liquidity. And it’s not just the Fed – the 
amount of global central bank tightening is the highest in decades. All this tightening works with a 
lag, and it’s hard to see how this doesn’t weigh on economic growth over the next six to 12 months.  

 

Data source: Truist IAG, Haver. Series constructed using predominantly countries in the MSCI All Country World Index;  
EM = Emerging markets; DM = Developed markets. Past performance does not guarantee future results. 
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Importantly, none of the prior price momentum signals were triggered while the yield curve 
was inverted, as is the case today. Indeed, the 10-year U.S. Treasury yield is below the 2-year 
yield by the most since August 2000. Historically, a yield curve inversion has often occurred prior to 
recessions, albeit with long and variable lags. 

Further, when we look back at history, it is uncommon to see a bull market begin well before a 
Fed tightening cycle is over. In most cases, such as in 1982, 2003, 2009, or 2020, the Fed had 
already been aggressively reducing interest rates for an extended period. 

The Fed is likely to continue its hiking campaign into year end, and quantitative tightening has only 
just begun. Even if the Fed does pivot, they are less likely to support the markets as quickly 
as they have in the past given the scar tissue left behind as a result of the inflation 
challenges of the past year. 

Recession risks remain but markets had priced them in prematurely 
Stocks fell almost 24% near the June low, effectively pricing in the median decline around past 
recessions. However, our view has been that the U.S. economy has not been in a recession. And, 
part of this recent rally is an unwind of those recession fears as activity, such as employment 
and services data, surprised to the upside over recent weeks. 

However, given the enormous amount of global tightening in the system as well as still-
elevated inflation, several indicators continue to suggest recession risks remain over the 
next year. 

Indeed, in the table below, we highlight several indicators that have tended to lead economic 
recessions. None are infallible, and there have often been long and variable leads among 
indicators. Based on where these indicators stand, if the economy does fall into recession, the 
highest probability for its timing is concentrated in early 2023. 

 

Key indicators –   
Lead time until onset of recession (in months) point to 2023 risks 

Recession 
starts 

S&P 
500 

peak 

New 
home 
sales 
peak 

Leading 
economic 
indicators 

peak 

Unemployment 
claims bottom 

Unemployment  
rate bottom 

Yield 
curve 

inverts 

Dec-69 13  78  8  7  15 -  
Nov-73 11  13  9  9  1 -  
Jan-80 4  15  15  16  8 18  
Jul-81 8  11  8  4  7 11 
Jul-90 -    53  18  18  16 20  
Mar-01 12  28  11  12  11 14  
Dec-07 2  29  21  22  14 24  
Feb-20 -    8  7  10  5 6  
Current 7 23  4  4  0 4  

Average 6 30 12 12 10 16 

Implied  
recession 

date 

June 
2022 

February 
2023 

March 
2023 

March  
2023 

May  
2023 

July 
2023 

Data source: Truist IAG, Haver, Bloomberg. Current cycle calculation is through 7/31/22. Yield curve refers to the 2-year U.S. 
Treasury yield/10-year U.S. Treasury yield. Data for new home sales and Index of Leading Economic Indicators are through 
June 2022. 

 



 

Historically, once inflation is above 5%, it has generally taken a recession to bring it back 
down. There are unique circumstances this cycle given the pandemic and supply chain challenges. 
So, while it could be different this time, elevated inflation and the Fed’s aggressive shift indicate 
recession risks remain as does the deep inversion of the yield curve. 
 

           A recession has often been needed to tame elevated inflation 

Data source: Truist IAG, Bloomberg, Haver. Inflation is measured using the Consumer Price Index (CPI).  
Shaded areas represent recessions. 
 

Market valuations do not leave much room for error 
Lastly, the forward price-to-earnings ratio for the S&P 500 has rebounded to 18.0x, up from 
15.3x at the low, which does not appear attractive nor does it discount the recession risks or 
the uncertainty that remains. 

To be fair, valuations and market returns over the near term have very low correlation. We 
are also in the camp that with sector composition shifts towards higher-valuation growth stocks and 
how well companies managed the pandemic era, the S&P 500 should trade at a premium 
relative to history.  

But, the S&P 500 already trades at a premium, even while the range of outcomes remains 
unusually wide given the uncertain macro environment and elevated levels of inflation. 

  

Stocks already trading at a premium valuation 

 
Data source: Truist IAG, Haver. Inflation is measured using the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Past performance does not 
guarantee future results. 
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Bottom line 
The market rally over the past four weeks has been nothing short of impressive. Such strong 
buying pressure following indiscriminate selling has historically been a very positive sign for the 
market, often following important market bottoms. This is a welcome sign.   

Still, other factors in our work are less supportive. Indeed, markets are not only fighting the Fed, but 
the most aggressive global monetary tightening cycle in decades. Importantly, none of the prior 
price momentum signals were triggered while the yield curve was inverted, as is the case today. 
Further, recession risks remain for 2023 though markets had priced them in prematurely, and 
current valuations do not leave much room for error in a time of unusually wide outcomes.  

With the S&P 500 trading toward the upper end of our estimated near-term S&P 500 range of 
4200-4300, even acknowledging that stocks could overshoot this area given depressed positioning, 
we view the near-term risk/reward as less favorable. 

 

 

 

  



 

Disclosures 

Advisory managed account programs entail risks, including possible loss of principal and may not be suitable for all investors. 
Please speak to your advisor to request a firm brochure which includes program details, including risks, fees and expenses. 

Truist Wealth is a name used by Truist Financial Corporation. Banking products and services, including loans, deposit accounts, trust and 
investment management services provided by Truist Bank, Member FDIC. Securities, brokerage accounts, insurance/annuities offered by 
Truist Investment Services, Inc. member FINRA, SIPC, and a licensed insurance agency where applicable. Life insurance products 
offered by referral to Truist Insurance Holdings, Inc. and affiliates. Investment advisory services offered by Truist Advisory Services, Inc., 
Sterling Capital Management, LLC, and affiliated SEC registered investment advisers. Sterling Capital Funds advised by Sterling Capital 
Management, LLC. While this information is believed to be accurate, Truist Financial Corporation, including its affiliates, does not 
guarantee the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of, or otherwise endorse these analyses or market data. 

The opinions and information contained herein have been obtained or derived from sources believed to be reliable, but Truist Financial 
Corporation makes no representation or guarantee as to their timeliness, accuracy or completeness or for their fitness for any particular 
purpose. The information contained herein does not purport to be a complete analysis of any security, company, or industry involved. This 
material is not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. 

Opinions and information expressed herein are subject to change without notice. TIS and/or its affiliates, including your Advisor, may have 
issued materials that are inconsistent with or may reach different conclusions than those represented in this commentary, and all opinions 
and information are believed to be reflective of judgments and opinions as of the date that material was originally published. TIS is under 
no obligation to ensure that other materials are brought to the attention of any recipient of this commentary. 

Comments regarding tax implications are informational only. Truist and its representatives do not provide tax or legal advice. You should 
consult your individual tax or legal professional before taking any action that may have tax or legal consequences. 

Investments involve risk and an investor may incur either profits or losses. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or 
guarantee of future performance. 

TIS/TAS shall accept no liability for any loss arising from the use of this material, nor shall TIS/TAS treat any recipient of this material as a 
customer or client simply by virtue of the receipt of this material. 

The information herein is for persons residing in the United States of America only and is not intended for any person in any other 
jurisdiction. Investors may be prohibited in certain states from purchasing some over-the-counter securities mentioned herein. 

The information contained in this material is produced and copyrighted by Truist Financial Corporation and any unauthorized use, 
duplication, redistribution or disclosure is prohibited by law. 

TIS/TAS’s officers, employees, agents and/or affiliates may have positions in securities, options, rights, or warrants mentioned or 
discussed in this material. 

Asset classes are represented by the following indexes. An investment cannot be made directly into an index. 

S&P 500 Index is comprised of 500 widely held securities considered to be representative of the stock market in general.  

©2022 Truist Financial Corporation. Truist, the Truist logo and Truist purple are service marks of Truist Financial Corporation. 
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